Question 1
Novelty and Statutory Bars under § 102
First, Holder should expect to see a novelty challenge. The critical date for purposes of
novelty is the invention date. The invention date is generally the filing date, which is December
10, 2001 in this case. However, as will be explained later, in a race for priority, the date could be
much earlier. The relevant prior art under § 102(a) includes (1) tambourines of various sizes and
shapes that had been in use in the U.S. long before 1970, (2) the tambourine the shape of Music
Company’s that has been in existence since 1980, (3) the use of audio pickups to connect
stringed instruments to amplifiers since 1950, (4) the 1960 German electric guitar manual, and
(5) the patent application for an amplified snare drum.
Under novelty/anticipation, the prior art must have a single reference that encompasses
every element of the claim. First, while Holder’s use of a tambourine is not technically novel
due to the use of tambourines of various sizes and shapes for years, an electric tambourine had
not been in use for years. Second, the tambourine the shape of Music Company’s also falls
under the same exception as stated above (i.e. it was not an electric tambourine). Third, the use
of audio pickups to amplify the sounds of stringed instruments would also invalidate Holder’s
use of audio pickups if a tambourine were a stringed instrument. However, a tambourine is a
percussion instrument, which is highly different than a stringed instrument in the way that the
two perform and sound. Thus, it is novel to make the audio pickups work in the tambourine.
Fourth, the German electric guitar manual is similar to the use of the audio pickups as well.
Although the manual describes how to use the audio pickup with a stringed instrument, it does
not necessarily describe how the audio pickup will work with a percussion instrument or if it will
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work at all. Thus, none of these prior art references contain every element of Holder’s claim.
The ‘123 patent is novel in consideration of this prior art.
However, the patent application for the amplified snare drum may create a problem.
Because Random Inventor filed for a patent on October 15, 2000 describing how to use audio
pickups to amplify sound in a percussion instrument, Holder’s invention would not be novel at
first glance. Even though the patent application was not published until after Holder filed, courts
do not want to bar prior art simply because of a delay in the patent office. First, it is important to
examine all of the elements and whether there is a match.
‘123 Patent

‘999 Patent

Circular base

Circular drum housing?

At least two pieces of metal connected to the
base that make sound when in motion
Audio pickup

Metal wires make sound?

At least one skin

Two skins

Means to connect to an amplifier

Cord

Audio pickup

Based on the claim chart, it appears that the elements are basically matched up with only minor
variations. Most importantly, the ‘999 patent teaches the use of an audio pickup and a
connection to an amplifier to amplify percussion sounds.
Because the novelty analysis initially fails, Holder must then prove that he has priority
under § 102(g) because he conceived first to overcome the novelty challenge. Holder may show
this by providing the sketch that he drew on October 1, 2000 and provide evidence that there was
unbroken diligence in actually reducing the invention to practice. Holder must also be able to
show that his conception was prior to Random Inventor’s conception. However, Holder must
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have authentication and corroboration that he did conceive of the idea on October 1, 2000 and
worked diligently until RTP. This may be a problem for Holder because it does not appear that
he discussed his invention with anyone. Holder will further have to prove that he did not conceal
or suppress the invention by explaining why he waited over a year (from Dec. 7, 2000 to Dec.
10, 2001) to file his patent application. He will have to show that he took reasonable steps to
bring the tambourine to the market and did not just sit on the patent. If Holder can prove that he
has priority, he can withstand the novelty challenge.
Holder may also want to inquire into the ‘999 patent’s prosecution history to determine
why its final issuance was one month after the ‘123 patent’s issuance when it was filed more
than a year before the ‘123 patent. The ‘999 patent may not have been enabled at the time of
filing. If the ‘999 patent was not enabled at the time of Holder’s filing and Holder’s invention
was enabled, the ‘999 patent cannot be considered prior art. The ‘123 patent will then meet the
novelty requirement.
Next, Holder should also be concerned with statutory bars. Of particular concern is §
102(b), which bars inventions that were in public use or on sale more than one year prior to the
date of the application in the U.S. When Holder played a 3-hour set with the invention, this
could have been considered a public use. The performance was not a secret; therefore, it was
public. However, Holder may be protected by several considerations: (1) he was experimenting
to determine whether the tambourine worked as designed, (2) he was the only one using the
tambourine, and (3) he retained control over it at all times.
Most critical to the validity of the patent is the sale to Bar Patron. The two-part test
involved in determining whether the sale was barred is (1) it must have been a commercial offer
for sale, and (2) it must be ready for patenting. The first part of the test is satisfied, because it
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was clearly a commercial offer for sale when Holder received payment from Patron and
delivered the tambourine. The question then turns to the UCC to determine the exact date of
commercial offer for sale: whether it was Dec. 15, when Holder called Patron, or whether it was
Dec. 22, when there was the exchange. It is, however, definitely not Dec. 1, when Patron
approached Holder, because Holder did not make any offer and did not even really express
interest in selling. The second part of the test is also satisfied because the invention was ready
for patenting. Holder had reduced the tambourine to practice and had even fine-tuned it. Holder
filed his patent application on Dec. 10, 2001. Thus, it appears that regardless which date is the
exact date of commercial offer for sale, Holder cannot be barred under § 102(b) because it was
less than a year.
Abandonment under § 102(c) does not appear to be an issue. There is no set time period
in which Holder had to file his application as long as it was not unreasonable. Holder still filed
within basically a year from RTP.
Holder should not expect to see a § 102(e) challenge because the ‘999 patent application
was not published until after Holder conceived and RTP.
Derivation under § 102(f) also is not an issue. Even though Holder originally obtained
the idea for an electric tambourine by watching a show in Norway, the inference suggested by
one of the fictional family members was not enough to enable Holder to make the invention. In
fact, the character’s inference was more of a wish for a solution to a problem than an idea.
Obviousness under § 103
Beyond the novelty and other statutory bars, obviousness is another requirement that
Holder should be concerned about under § 103. To determine whether the invention is obvious,
the following steps must be followed under the Graham test: (1) determine the scope and content
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of prior art, (2) ascertain the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue, (3)
determine the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art, and (4) determine the obviousness/nonobviousness of the subject matter. Secondary considerations may also be examined to determine
the obviousness of the subject matter. First, the scope and content of the prior art is the same as
under the novelty analysis above. Second, the differences between the prior art and the claims at
issue are as follows:
1)

Tambourines of various sizes and shapes were in use long before 1970;
however, the claims at issue include an electric component;

2)

The tambourine the shape of Music Company’s is different in that it also does
not include the electric component;

3)

The use of audio pickups was confined to stringed instruments, not percussion;

4)

The German electric guitar manual described how to connect an audio pickup
to a guitar, but, as above, was confined to a stringed instrument, not percussion;
and

5)

Although Random Inventor’s snare drum is a percussion instrument, there are
several differences between the drum and tambourine (circular drum housing
versus a circular base, metal pieces emitting audible sounds versus metal wires,
the way in which the instruments make noise).

Third, the level of ordinary skill in the art would be a person that constructs instruments and has
knowledge of audibility. Fourth, based on the above analysis, a Phosita would probably find the
invention obvious due to the use of the audio pickups in the stringed instruments and the snare
drum. As noted in the novelty analysis, unless Holder is able to prove priority over the ‘999
patent, it will be difficult to withstand the non-obviousness requirement as well. Regardless of
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the ‘999 patent, the prior art appears to teach, suggest, or motivate the creation of the electric
tambourine. If a Phosita determines that percussion instruments have similarities to stringed
instruments, it would be obvious that the audio pickups would work in percussion instruments to
amplify the sounds as well.
Holder could attempt to argue secondary considerations. However, these may fail as
well. His invention was ultimately not commercially successful. Some information that may
help his argument would be determining a long felt but unsolved need for the electric
tambourine. Even though a fictional character from the show wanted the instrument does not
mean that it was a widely felt need. Further information that could help Holder is determining
whether others had failed with constructing a similar electric tambourine or a louder tambourine.
Utility and Subject Matter under § 101
Holder should not expect to see any utility challenges. The electric tambourine has all
three types of utility under § 101. It has operable utility in that it does actually work to amplify
the sounds of the tambourine. It has beneficial utility in that it is useful to human kind by
providing amplification of the sounds of the tambourine to those that enjoy it and is neither
mischievous nor immoral. Finally, it has practical utility, which is specific and substantial. As
stated above, it clearly provides an amplification of tambourine sounds.
Holder should also not expect to see a subject matter challenge. Under § 101, Holder did
invent a manufacture, which is not a law of nature, physical phenomena, or abstract idea.
Enablement, Written Description, Definiteness, and Best Mode under § 112
There should also not be an enablement challenge under § 112. The key question is
whether the patent document is sufficient to show that Holder had possession of the electric
tambourine. It appears from the claims that Holder did have possession. The scope of the claim
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is broad enough to include different materials for the tambourine as well as allowing some
variation in the shape. However, it is not so broad as to cause undue experimentation. A
Phosita, at the time the application was filed and with the technology available, could have taken
the patent and been able to construct the electric tambourine without undue experimentation.
Tambourines, audio pickups, and amplifiers were already in existence at the time of the
application; they had just not been combined in the particular fashion explained in the ‘123
patent. Thus, the ‘123 patent enabled a Phosita to make and use the invention at the time of the
application.
Holder should not expect to see a written description challenge. The only possible
challenge could be one of no new matter under § 132. Because Holder amended his claim by
adding “a means for connecting to an amplifier,” this can be considered new matter in the claim.
However, Holder included a description of the means (the cord) in his preferred embodiment and
it was shown in the diagram. Furthermore, possession is key, and as noted above, Holder did
have possession of the electric tambourine. Thus, this will likely not be an issue.
Definiteness does not appear to be a problem concerning the validity of Holder’s patent.
The test for definiteness is whether a Phosita would understand what is claimed when the claim
is read in light of the specification. The only term that may cause some uncertainty is
“substantially” when referring to the circular base. As long as a person can determine whether
they are infringing, the term is still considered definite. By examining the specification, the
claim is not insolubly ambiguous because a Phosita would understand what is meant by a
traditional round tambourine. Thus, the claim is definite.
Similarly, best mode does not appear to be of concern. Holder clearly included the best
mode he had considered in the specification by explaining the preferred embodiment of the
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invention, and this best mode is enabled. The only possible challenge would be to the materials
used to make the circular base and skin. However, this may be inferred by the explanation of a
“traditional round tambourine” as long as a Phosita understood what a traditional round
tambourine meant.
Unenforceability and Inequitable Conduct
As far as unenforceability is concerned, Holder should expect an inequitable conduct
challenge. Holder only disclosed a tambourine as prior art. However, he clearly knew about
audio pickups being used to amplify sounds. Even though he is not required to do affirmative
research, he must still disclose any information he may have. Somehow he must have learned
about audio pickups and how they work. He should have disclosed some sort of prior art
information concerning this aspect of the invention.
Inequitable conduct analysis involves materiality and intent, with a sliding scale balance
between the two elements. Under the materiality analysis, there is a substantial likelihood that a
reasonable examiner would have considered the omitted reference to audio pickups important in
deciding whether to allow the application to issue as a patent. If information of audio pickups
would have been disclosed concerning their use in stringed instruments, the ‘123 patent may not
have been issued on novelty or obviousness grounds. The intent element requires intent to
deceive the patent office. There does not appear to be an outright intent to deceive the patent
office. However, due to the sliding scale, if there is extremely strong evidence of materiality of
the audio pickups, the less the intent requirement must be shown. Holder will have to show that
he did not have any intent to deceive the patent office in order to avoid unenforceability due to
inequitable conduct. If there is zero intent, the court will not look at materiality at all.
Otherwise, Holder’s lack of disclosure may cause the entire patent to be unenforceable.
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Question 2
Music Company should expect to see a claim of direct, but not literal, infringement. By
applying the all elements rule, the court will apply the accused product to each claim. The claim
language only provides the starting point for infringement analysis. The specification, drawing,
and prosecution history are also analyzed to determine whether the accused product infringes.
The prosecution history of the ‘123 patent reveals that Holder’s amendment broadened his claim
scope by including “a means for connecting to an amplifier.” However, because this is a means
plus function claim, the court will look to the identification of the function within the claim and
then to the specification for the supporting structure or their equivalents. Here, the means is used
to connect the audio pickup to an amplifier. The specific means contemplated by Holder is a
cord, shown both in his drawing and in his preferred embodiment. Because the wireless
tambourine obviously does not use a cord, the court will have to determine whether the cord and
a wireless transmitter are equivalents. Prosecution history estoppel would not apply because
Holder did not surrender any claim to the PTO. Rather, he added the claim, which in turn
broadened the scope of his claim by including any “means” for connecting to an amplifier.
Ultimately, the court would probably find that the wireless tambourine infringes based on
the doctrine of equivalents. A Phosita would consider a wireless transmitter an equivalent to a
cord because the two devices function in the same way by transmitting the sounds to the
amplifier and obtain the same result. One terminology concern is the meaning of “connecting.”
This could either be physical connection through parts or connection by signal. Although this
presents a concern, the wireless tambourine would still infringe due to the function, way, result
test.
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Music Company should also expect to see a claim of inducement of infringement. In
order for Holder to prove inducement of infringement, he must show that Music Company
knowingly induced infringement and specific intent to encourage another’s infringement. The
purchasers of the wireless tambourine are the direct infringers in this situation. There is evidence
to suggest that Music Company was aware of the patent. Holder had approached Music
Company to license the electric tambourine. However, Music Company could assert a good faith
belief that the wireless tambourine was not infringing as a defense, because it thought that the
two devices were dissimilar. Because inducement requires a higher level of knowledge, this will
be difficult for Holder to prove but it is possible due to Music Company’s knowledge of the
patent.
Music Company should not expect a claim of contributory infringement, because it is not
selling a component of the product that § 271(c) is geared toward.
Music Company should defend on the basis of the reverse doctrine of equivalents,
arguing that even though the products have the same elements, the way the wireless tambourine
works is so different from that in the patent that is a leap and not infringing. A court could
accept this because it does not appear that the wireless transmission technology has been used in
this way before. However, there is also the possibility that the court will reject this defense,
because the technology has been used in wireless microphones in the same manner and is not
such a pioneering leap.
Music Company should also defend on the basis of “no backsliding.” Although the
product infringes, it has clearly been more successful than the patented tambourine. It has
already made $500,000 in profits, while the ‘123 patent has yet to see any revenue at all. The
purpose of patent law is to promote the progress of science and arts by rewarding the inventor
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and, most importantly, benefiting the public with knowledge. It would be inequitable and
against public policy to take this successful and highly demanded product away from the public
and allow Holder to control all electric tambourines without providing any public benefit.
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Question 3
To determine whether a final injunction should be issued, the following should be
considered: (1) the reasonable likelihood of success, (2) irreparable harm, (3) balance of
hardships, and (4) the impact on public interest. First, because Music Company has infringed,
the reasonable likelihood of success is guaranteed. Second, Holder may be faced with
irreparable harm, but only in the licensing sense. Holder has not had any sort of commercial
success with his electric tambourine other than his one sale to Patron. Thus, the only way, at this
point, that Holder can be faced with irreparable harm is if others, like Music Company, create
products that infringe the ‘123 patent but do not pay any licensing fees. Third, the balance of
hardships weighs heavily in favor of Music Company. Music Company has been commercially
successful with its wireless tambourine. It is unclear what Music Company’s other business
feats include; however, it is clear that Music Company has profited $500,000 while Holder has
profited $0. Thus, the hardship is on Music Company and its potential losses, whether by profits
or going out of business. Finally, the impact on public interest still weighs in favor of Music
Company. While there is a strong public interest in preventing infringement of patents to
promote continuance of obtaining patents, there is a stronger public interest in giving the public
what it demands: in this case, the wireless tambourine. If the injunction were to issue, Holder
would continue to not produce his tambourine and only attempt to license it. This would take the
wireless tambourine away from the public until the ‘123 patent expires. Thus, the final
injunction should not be issued.
In order to determine lost profits, the patent owner must prove (1) demand for the
patented good, (2) absence of non-infringing substitutes, (3) capacity to sell and meet the
demand, and (4) the amount of profit the patentee would have made. Another factor to be
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considered is the scope of harm of the infringement. First, Holder will have difficulty proving
demand for the patented good, because he has only sold one electric tambourine. Second,
possible non-infringing substitutes would be a traditional tambourine or other percussion
instruments that either invoke the amplification aspect or do not. However, there is always an
argument that these substitutes are not sufficient to substitute the electric tambourine if someone
does not want any other percussion instrument and wants the sound to be amplified. Thus,
Holder may have a case on this second element. Third, because the demand appears to be small
at this time for Holder’s invention, the capability to meet the demand appears to be met. Finally,
the amount of profit Holder would have made would be a percentage of the profit that Music
Company made. Because Holder is not attempting to manufacture the electric tambourines, he
cannot claim to have made the $500,000 profit that Music Company made. Under this analysis,
lost profits should not be awarded to Holder because his behavior seems to be turning into that of
a patent troll.
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Question 4
Pickup Maker is not liable for contributory infringement, because the audio pickups were
used long before Holder’s tambourine was created and the pickups should not be taken away
from the public. Second, the pickups are capable of substantial non-infringing use by being used
in products that are anything but percussion instruments, thus falling outside the scope of §
271(c). Finally, Pickup Maker may not have the requisite knowledge that the pickups are used to
infringe the patent because they have been around for so long and used in other products such as
stringed instruments.
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